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**Eastern Michigan (1-9) vs. Central Michigan (4-6)**

**November 10, 2012**

**BOX SCORE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Central Michigan</th>
<th>Eastern Michigan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FIRST DOWNS</strong></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RUSHES-YARDS (NET)</strong></td>
<td>28 - 124</td>
<td>42 - 309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PASSING YARDS (NET)</strong></td>
<td>289</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passes Att-Comp-Int</td>
<td>34 - 20 - 0</td>
<td>26 - 14 - 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS</strong></td>
<td>62 - 413</td>
<td>68 - 434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fumble Returns-Yards</td>
<td>0 - 0</td>
<td>0 - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punt Returns-Yards</td>
<td>0 - 0</td>
<td>1 - -2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kickoff Returns-Yards</td>
<td>2 - 33</td>
<td>3 - 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interception Returns-Yards</td>
<td>2 - 53</td>
<td>0 - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punts (Number-Avg)</td>
<td>4-37.8</td>
<td>3-48.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fumbles-Lost</td>
<td>1 - 1</td>
<td>1 - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalties-Yards</td>
<td>4 - 40</td>
<td>7 - 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posession Time</td>
<td>26:57</td>
<td>33:03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third-Down Conversions</td>
<td>7 of 14</td>
<td>8 of 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth-Down Conversions</td>
<td>1 of 1</td>
<td>2 of 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-Zone Scores-Chances</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>3-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacks By: Number-Yards</td>
<td>2 - 11</td>
<td>0 - 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Rushing**
- **Passing**
- **Recp.**
- **Ints.**
- **Fumbles**
- **Sacks**
- **Tackles**

**Central Michigan Att Yds**

LAVALLII, S.    2  3
PHILLIPS, Tim    2  7
RADCLIFF, Ryan  1  1
Central Michigan  Att  Yds
Team               2  (-2)
TIPTON, Zurlon     21  115
Totals             28  124

Eastern Michigan  Att  Yds
BENZ, Tyler        5  3
BRUMFIELD, Ryan    2  2
GILLETT, Alex      14  167
HILL, Bronson      13  88
SHERRER, Dominique 7  51
TEAM               1  (-2)
Totals             42  309

PLAY-BY-PLAY SUMMARY

QUARTER #1
COIN TOSS won by CMU and they will received; EMU to defend the north
EMU ball on EMU35.
FULKERSON, Kody kickoff 65 yards to the CMU0, LAVALLII, S. return 17 yards to the
CMU17 (JONES, Jay; BELLFY, Alex).
Central Michigan at 15:00
1st and 10 at CMU17 RADCLIFF, Ryan pass complete to DAVIS, Titus for 5 yards to the CMU22,
fumble forced by MULUMBA, Andy, fumble by DAVIS, Titus recovered by
EMU ROSE, Marcell at CMU21.
1 plays , 4 yards Time of Possession: 0:13

Eastern Michigan at 14:47
1st and 10 at CMU21 EASTERN MICHIGAN drive start at 14:47.
1st and 10 at CMU21 HILL, Bronson rush for 2 yards to the CMU19 (BENTON,
Shamari; CHAPMAN, Jarret).
2nd and 8 at CMU19 BENZ, Tyler pass complete to RUSSELL, T. for 19 yards to the CMU0, 1ST
DOWN EMU, TOUCHDOWN, clock 14:01.
1st and GOAL at CMU03 MULDER, Dylan kick attempt good.
1st and GOAL at EMU35 FULKERSON, Kody kickoff 65 yards to the CMU0, touchback.
SCORE: Central Michigan 0-7 Eastern Michigan
5 plays , 21 yards Time of Possession: 0:46
Central Michigan at 14:01
1st and 10 at CMU25
   CENTRAL MICHIGAN drive start at 14:01.
2nd and 5 at CMU30
   Tipton, Zurlon rush for 5 yards to the CMU30 (Cudworth, J.).
2nd and 9 at CMU47
   Radcliff, Ryan pass complete to Wilson, Cody for 17 yards to the CMU47,
   1st down CMU (Swaim, Mycal), qb hurry by Kashama, K.
1st and 10 at CMU48
   Tipton, Zurlon rush for 1 yard to the CMU48 (Mulumba, Andy).
3rd and 7 at CMU50
   Radcliff, Ryan rush for 1 yard to the EMU49 (Mulumba, Andy).
4th and 6 at EMU49
   Hogan, Richie punt 37 yards to the EMU12, fair catch by Bellfy, Alex.

7 plays, 26 yards Time of possession: 3:14

Eastern Michigan at 10:47
1st and 10 at EMU12
   Eastern Michigan drive start at 10:47.
1st and 10 at EMU12
   Hill, Bronson rush for 11 yards to the EMU23, 1st down EMU
   (Chapman, Jarret).
1st and 10 at EMU18
   Penalty EMU false start (Russell, T.) 5 yards to the EMU18.
2nd and 1 at EMU32
   Hill, Bronson rush for no gain to the EMU32 (Walton, L.; Rodriguez, C.).
3rd and 1 at EMU32
   Sherrer, D. rush for 4 yards to the EMU36, 1st down EMU
   (Cunningham, A.).
1st and 10 at EMU36
   Benz, Tyler pass complete to Hill, Bronson for 1 yard to the EMU37
   (Addae, Jahleel; Cherocci, J.).
2nd and 9 at EMU37
   Benz, Tyler rush for 7 yards to the EMU44 (Cherocci, J.; Rodriguez, C.).
3rd and 2 at EMU44
   Gillett, Alex rush for 5 yards to the EMU49, 1st down EMU
   (Johnson, Shafer; Young, Anthony).
1st and 10 at EMU49
   Brumfield, Ryan rush for no gain to the EMU49 (Walton, L.).
2nd and 10 at EMU49
   Benz, Tyler pass complete to Gillett, Alex for 7 yards to the CMU44
   (Addae, Jahleel; Benton, Shamari).
3rd and 3 at CMU42
   Brumfield, Ryan rush for 2 yards to the CMU42 (Cherocci, J.).
CMU44
4th and 1 at CMU42
SHERRER, D. rush for 22 yards to the CMU20, 1ST DOWN EMU, out-of-bounds (WILSON, Jason).
1st and 10 at CMU20
BENZ, Tyler pass complete to SCOTT, Donald for 6 yards to the CMU14 (CUNNINGHAM, A.).
2nd and 4 at CMU14
SHERRER, D. rush for 7 yards to the CMU7 (CHAPMAN, Jarret), PENALTY EMU personal foul 15 yards to the CMU29, NO PLAY.
2nd and 19 at CMU29
BENZ, Tyler pass complete to SCOTT, Donald for 4 yards to the CMU25 (WILSON, Jason).
3rd and 15 at CMU25
BENZ, Tyler pass complete to GILLETT, Alex for 4 yards to the CMU21 (BENTON, Shamari).
4th and 11 at CMU21
GILLETT, Alex rush for 21 yards to the CMU0, 1ST DOWN EMU, TOUCHDOWN, clock 01:28.
1st and GOAL at CMU03
MULDER, Dylan kick attempt good.

SCORE: Central Michigan 0-14 Eastern Michigan
20 plays, 88 yards Time of Possession: 9:19

Central Michigan at 01:23
1st and 10 at CMU22
CENTRAL MICHIGAN drive start at 01:23.
1st and 10 at CMU22
TIPTON, Zurlon rush for 3 yards to the CMU25 (CUDWORTH, J.;SCOTT, Darius).
2nd and 7 at CMU25
RADCLIFF, Ryan pass incomplete to MCCORD, Ben, QB hurry by CUDWORTH, J..
3rd and 7 at CMU25
RADCLIFF, Ryan pass incomplete to WILSON, Cody, dropped pass.
4th and 7 at CMU25
HOGAN, Richie punt 45 yards to the EMU30, BELLFY, Alex return 0 yards to the EMU30, fumble by BELLFY, Alex recovered by EMU BELLFY, Alex at EMU28.
5 plays, 3 yards Time of Possession: 0:56

QUARTER #2
2nd and 5 at EMU33
Start of 2nd quarter, clock 15:00.
2nd and 5 at EMU33
BENZ, Tyler rush for 3 yards to the EMU36 (RODRIGUEZ, C.;WALTON, L.).
3rd and 2 at EMU36
BENZ, Tyler rush for 4 yards to the EMU40, 1ST DOWN EMU (ADDAE, Jahleel;LOPEZ, Cody).
1st and 10 at EMU40  HILL, Bronson rush for 2 yards to the EMU42 (CUNNINGHAM, A.; PALMER, Louis).
2nd and 8 at EMU42  BENZ, Tyler pass incomplete to RUSSELL, T..
3rd and 8 at EMU42  BENZ, Tyler pass intercepted by CUNNINGHAM, A. at the EMU46, CUNNINGHAM, A. return 4 yards to the EMU42 (GILLETT, Alex).

6 plays, 14 yards  Time of Possession: 2:36

Central Michigan at 12:51
1st and 10 at EMU42  CENTRAL MICHIGAN drive start at 12:51.
1st and 10 at EMU42  PHILLIPS, Tim rush for 2 yards to the EMU40, out-of-bounds (POOLE, Blake).
2nd and 8 at EMU40  PHILLIPS, Tim rush for 5 yards to the EMU35 (MULUMBA, Andy; LINSER, Travis).
3rd and 3 at EMU35  Timeout Eastern Michigan, clock 11:47.
3rd and 3 at EMU35  LAVALLII, S. rush for 3 yards to the EMU32, 1ST DOWN CMU (MULUMBA, Andy).
1st and 10 at EMU32  LAVALLII, S. rush for no gain to the EMU32 (POOLE, Blake; MATT, Hunter).
2nd and 10 at EMU32  RADCLIFF, Ryan pass incomplete to FLORY, Andrew, dropped pass (SCOTT, Darius).
3rd and 10 at EMU32  RADCLIFF, Ryan pass incomplete to WILLIAMS, C., dropped pass.
4th and 10 at EMU32  RADCLIFF, Ryan pass complete to FLORY, Andrew for 19 yards to the EMU13, 1ST DOWN CMU (BRYANT, K.).
1st and 10 at EMU13  TIPTON, Zurlon rush for 3 yards to the EMU10 (LINSER, Travis).
2nd and 7 at EMU10  RADCLIFF, Ryan pass incomplete, QB hurry by MULUMBA, Andy.
3rd and 7 at EMU10  RADCLIFF, Ryan pass complete to FLORY, Andrew for 10 yards to the EMU0, 1ST DOWN CMU, TOUCHDOWN, clock 09:00.
1st and GOAL at EMU03  HARMAN, David kick attempt good.
1st and GOAL at EMU03  HARMAN, David kickoff 60 yards to the EMU5, ALLEN, Tyler return 16 yards to the EMU21 (KING, Kevin; KROLL, Jesse).

SCORE: Central Michigan 7-14 Eastern Michigan
14 plays, 42 yards  Time of Possession: 3:51

Eastern Michigan at 08:49
1st and 10 at EMU21
EASTERN MICHIGAN drive start at 08:49.

1st and 10 at EMU21
HILL, Bronson rush for 2 yards to the EMU23 (BENTON, Shamari).

2nd and 8 at EMU23
HILL, Bronson rush for 6 yards to the EMU29 (CHEROCCI, J.; WALTON, L.).

3rd and 2 at EMU29
BENZ, Tyler pass complete to RUSSELL, T. for 2 yards to the EMU31, 1ST DOWN EMU (KING, Kevin), QB hurry by WINSTON, Steve.

1st and 10 at EMU31
PENALTY EMU delay of game (BENZ, Tyler) 5 yards to the EMU26.

1st and 15 at EMU26
BENZ, Tyler sacked for loss of 3 yards to the EMU23 (KINVILLE, Joe).

2nd and 18 at EMU23
GILLETT, Alex rush for 6 yards to the EMU29 (ADDAE, Jahleel; CHAPMAN, Jarret).

3rd and 12 at EMU29
BENZ, Tyler sacked for loss of 8 yards to the EMU21 (CUNNINGHAM, A.; GREER, Brandon).

4th and 20 at EMU21
KARUTZ, Jay punt 55 yards to the CMU24, fair catch by WILSON, Cody.

9 plays, 0 yards Time of Possession: 4:24

Central Michigan at 04:25

1st and 10 at CMU24
CENTRAL MICHIGAN drive start at 04:25.

1st and 10 at CMU24
RADCLIFF, Ryan pass complete to TIPTON, Zurlon for loss of 1 yard to the CMU23 (BELLFY, Alex).

2nd and 11 at CMU23
RADCLIFF, Ryan pass complete to SOUTHWORTH, C. for 30 yards to the EMU47, 1ST DOWN CMU (PALI, Bryan).

1st and 10 at EMU47
PENALTY CMU false start (SOUTHWORTH, C.) 5 yards to the CMU48.

1st and 15 at CMU48
RADCLIFF, Ryan pass complete to TIPTON, Zurlon for 37 yards to the EMU15, 1ST DOWN CMU (SWAIM, Mycal), QB hurry by POOLE, Blake.

1st and 10 at EMU15
TIPTON, Zurlon rush for 2 yards to the EMU13 (POOLE, Blake; MULUMBA, Andy).

2nd and 8 at EMU13
RADCLIFF, Ryan pass incomplete to FLORY, Andrew, dropped pass.

3rd and 8 at EMU13
RADCLIFF, Ryan pass complete to FLORY, Andrew for 12 yards to the EMU1, 1ST DOWN CMU, out-of-bounds (ROSE, Marcell).

1st and GOAL at EMU01
TIPTON, Zurlon rush for loss of 1 yard to the EMU2 (CUDWORTH, J.; MULUMBA, Andy).

2nd and GOAL at EMU02
RADCLIFF, Ryan pass complete to FLORY, Andrew for 2 yards to the EMU0, clock 00:46, PENALTY CMU pass interference (FLORY, Andrew) 15 yards to the EMU17, NO PLAY.
2nd and GOAL at EMU17
   RADCLIFF, Ryan pass complete to TIPTON, Zurlon for 11 yards to the EMU6 (ROSE, Marcell).
3rd and GOAL at EMU06
   Timeout Central Michigan, clock 00:21.
3rd and GOAL at EMU06
   Timeout Eastern Michigan, clock 00:21.
3rd and GOAL at EMU06
   RADCLIFF, Ryan pass incomplete to WILLIAMS, C..
4th and GOAL at EMU06
   HARMAN, David field goal attempt from 23 GOOD, clock 00:16.

1st and GOAL at CMU35
   HARMAN, David kickoff 56 yards to the EMU9, ALLEN, Tyler return 9 yards to the EMU18 (KING, Kevin).

SCORE: Central Michigan 10-14 Eastern Michigan
16 plays, 70 yards Time of Possession: 4:09

Eastern Michigan at 00:12
1st and 10 at EMU18
   EASTERN MICHIGAN drive start at 00:12.
1st and 10 at EMU18
   TEAM rush for loss of 2 yards to the EMU16.
2nd and 12 at EMU16
   End of half, clock 00:00.
3 plays, -2 yards Time of Possession: 0:12

QUARTER #3
Start of 3rd quarter, clock 15:00, CMU ball on CMU35.
HARMAN, David kickoff 65 yards to the EMU0, touchback.
Eastern Michigan at 15:00
1st and 10 at EMU25
   EASTERN MICHIGAN drive start at 15:00.
1st and 10 at EMU25
   GILLETT, Alex rush for 11 yards to the EMU36, 1ST DOWN EMU (CHEROCCI, J.;ADDAE, Jahleel).
1st and 10 at EMU36
   SHERRER, D. rush for 4 yards to the EMU40 (ADDAE, Jahleel;BENTON, Shamari).
2nd and 6 at EMU40
   GILLETT, Alex pass complete to SCOTT, Donald for 5 yards to the EMU45, out-of-bounds (YOUNG, Anthony).
3rd and 1 at EMU45
   SHERRER, D. rush for 2 yards to the EMU47, 1ST DOWN EMU (KING, Kevin;CHEROCCI, J.).
1st and 10 at EMU47
   GILLETT, Alex pass incomplete to RUSSELL, T. (CHAPMAN, Jarret).
2nd and 10 at EMU47  GILLET, Alex rush for 53 yards to the CMU0, 1ST DOWN EMU, TOUCHDOWN, clock 12:27.
1st and GOAL at CMU03  MULDER, Dylan kick attempt good.
1st and GOAL at EMU35  FULKERSON, Kody kickoff 61 yards to the CMU4, out-of-bounds, CMU ball on CMU35.

SCORE: Central Michigan 10-21 Eastern Michigan
9 plays, 75 yards Time of Possession: 2:33

Central Michigan at 12:27
1st and 10 at CMU35  CENTRAL MICHIGAN drive start at 12:27.
1st and 10 at CMU35  RADCLIFF, Ryan pass complete to KINVILLE, Mike for 8 yards to the CMU43, out-of-bounds (MATT, Hunter).
2nd and 2 at CMU43  TIPTON, Zurlon rush for 6 yards to the CMU49, 1ST DOWN CMU (LINSER, Travis).
1st and 10 at CMU49  PENALTY CMU false start (SOUTHWORTH, C.) 5 yards to the CMU44.
1st and 15 at CMU44  RADCLIFF, Ryan pass incomplete to WILSON, Cody.
2nd and 15 at CMU44  RADCLIFF, Ryan pass complete to FLORY, Andrew for 5 yards to the CMU49, out-of-bounds.
3rd and 10 at CMU49  RADCLIFF, Ryan pass complete to BUTLER, Deon for 23 yards to the EMU28, 1ST DOWN CMU (ROSE, Marcell).
1st and 10 at EMU28  RADCLIFF, Ryan pass incomplete to WILSON, Cody.
2nd and 10 at EMU28  TIPTON, Zurlon rush for 4 yards to the EMU24 (BELLFY, Alex; SWAIM, Mycal).
3rd and 6 at EMU24  RADCLIFF, Ryan pass complete to FLORY, Andrew for 6 yards to the EMU18, 1ST DOWN CMU (BRYANT, K.; BELLFY, Alex).
1st and 10 at EMU18  RADCLIFF, Ryan pass complete to FLORY, Andrew for 7 yards to the EMU11 (SCOTT, Darius).
2nd and 3 at EMU11  TIPTON, Zurlon rush for 11 yards to the EMU0, 1ST DOWN CMU, TOUCHDOWN, clock 08:38.
1st and GOAL at EMU03  HARMAN, David kick attempt good.
1st and GOAL at CMU35  HARMAN, David kickoff 65 yards to the EMU0, touchback.

SCORE: Central Michigan 17-21 Eastern Michigan
14 plays, 65 yards Time of Possession: 3:49
Eastern Michigan at 08:38
1st and 10 at EMU25
  EASTERN MICHIGAN drive start at 08:38.
1st and 10 at EMU25
  GILLETT, Alex pass complete to JONES, Jay for 14 yards to the EMU39, 1ST DOWN EMU, out-of-bounds (ADDAE, Jahleel).
1st and 10 at EMU39
  GILLETT, Alex rush for 4 yards to the EMU43 (WILSON, Jason; CHEROCCI, J.).
2nd and 6 at EMU43
  GILLETT, Alex pass complete to JONES, Jay for 3 yards to the EMU46.
3rd and 3 at EMU46
  PENALTY EMU false start (McCORD, Orlando) 5 yards to the EMU41.
3rd and 8 at EMU41
  GILLETT, Alex pass intercepted by FRAZIER, Kavon at the EMU49, FRAZIER, Kavon return 49 yards to the EMU0, TOUCHDOWN.
6 plays, 16 yards Time of Possession: 2:24

Central Michigan at 06:14
1st and GOAL at EMU03
  CENTRAL MICHIGAN drive start at 06:14, CMU ball on EMU0.
1st and GOAL at EMU00
  HARMAN, David kick attempt good.
1st and GOAL at CMU35
  HARMAN, David kickoff 65 yards to the EMU0, touchback.
SCORE: Central Michigan 24-21 Eastern Michigan
3 plays, 0 yards Time of Possession: 0:00

Eastern Michigan at 06:14
1st and 10 at EMU25
  EASTERN MICHIGAN drive start at 06:14.
1st and 10 at EMU25
  HILL, Bronson rush for no gain to the EMU25 (LOPEZ, Cody; JOHNSON, Shafer).
2nd and 10 at EMU25
  GILLETT, Alex pass incomplete to RUSSELL, T..
3rd and 10 at EMU25
  GILLETT, Alex rush for 9 yards to the EMU34 (CHEROCCI, J.; BENTON, Shamari).
4th and 1 at EMU34
  KARUTZ, Jay punt 45 yards to the CMU21, fair catch by WILSON, Cody.
5 plays, 9 yards Time of Possession: 1:34

Central Michigan at 04:40
1st and 10 at CMU21
  CENTRAL MICHIGAN drive start at 04:40.
1st and 10 at CMU21
  RADCLIFF, Ryan pass complete to MCCORD, Ben for 9 yards to the CMU30 (BELLFY, Alex; ROSE, Marcell), QB hurry by CUDWORTH, J.
2nd and 1 at CMU30  Tipton, Zurlon rush for 31 yards to the EMU39, 1ST DOWN CMU, out-of-bounds (Mulumba, Andy).

1st and 10 at EMU39  Tipton, Zurlon rush for no gain to the EMU39 (Poole, Blake; Rose, Marcell).

2nd and 10 at EMU39  Radcliffe, Ryan pass complete to Wilson, Cody for 16 yards to the EMU23, 1ST DOWN CMU (Scott, Darius), QB hurry by Poole, Blake, PENALTY EMU personal foul (Scott, Darius) 12 yards to the EMU11, 1ST DOWN CMU.

1st and 10 at EMU11  1st and 10.

1st and 10 at EMU11  Tipton, Zurlon rush for loss of 3 yards to the EMU14 (Mulumba, Andy; Bellfy, Alex).

2nd and 13 at EMU14  Radcliffe, Ryan pass incomplete to Flory, Andrew (Bellfy, Alex).

3rd and 13 at EMU14  Radcliffe, Ryan pass complete to Flory, Andrew for 14 yards to the EMU0, 1ST DOWN CMU, TOUCHDOWN, clock 01:32.

1st and GOAL at EMU03  HARMAN, David kick attempt good.

1st and GOAL at CMU35  HARMAN, David kickoff 65 yards to the EMU0, touchback.

1st and 10 at CMU27  Start of 4th quarter, clock 15:00.

1st and 10 at CMU27  HILL, Bronson rush for 8 yards to the CMU19 (Cherocci, J.).

2nd and 2 at CMU19  Gillett, Alex rush for 4 yards to the CMU15, 1ST DOWN EMU (Walton, L.).

1st and 10 at CMU15  Sherrer, D. rush for 3 yards to the CMU12 (Rodriguez, C.).

2nd and 7 at CMU12  Gillett, Alex pass incomplete to Scott, Donald.

3rd and 7 at CMU12  Gillett, Alex pass incomplete to Russell, T..

4th and 7 at CMU12  Mulder, Dylan field goal attempt from 30 GOOD, clock 13:14.

1st and GOAL at EMU35  Fulkerson, Kody kickoff 65 yards to the CMU0, touchback.

SCORE: Central Michigan 31-21 Eastern Michigan
19 plays, 63 yards Time of Possession: 3:18

QUARTER #4
Central Michigan at 04:40
1st and 10 at CMU21
   CENTRAL MICHIGAN drive start at 04:40.
1st and 10 at CMU21
   RADCLIFF, Ryan pass complete to MCCORD, Ben for 9 yards to the CMU30
       (BELLFY, Alex;ROSE, Marcell), QB hurry by CUDWORTH, J..
2nd and 1 at CMU30
   TIPTON, Zurlon rush for 31 yards to the EMU39, 1ST DOWN CMU, out-of-
       bounds (MULUMBA, Andy).
1st and 10 at EMU39
   TIPTON, Zurlon rush for no gain to the EMU39 (POOLE, Blake;ROSE, Marcell).
2nd and 10 at EMU39
   RADCLIFF, Ryan pass complete to WILSON, Cody for 16 yards to the EMU23,
       1ST DOWN CMU (SCOTT, Darius), QB hurry by POOLE, Blake, PENALTY
       EMU personal foul (SCOTT, Darius) 12 yards to the EMU11, 1ST DOWN CMU.
1st and 10 at EMU11
1st and 10 at EMU11
   TIPTON, Zurlon rush for loss of 3 yards to the EMU14 (MULUMBA,
       Andy;BELLFY, Alex).
2nd and 13 at EMU14
   RADCLIFF, Ryan pass incomplete to FLORY, Andrew (BELLFY, Alex).
3rd and 13 at EMU14
   RADCLIFF, Ryan pass complete to FLORY, Andrew for 14 yards to the EMU0,
       1ST DOWN CMU, TOUCHDOWN, clock 01:32.
1st and GOAL at EMU03
   HARMAN, David kick attempt good.
1st and GOAL at CMU35
   HARMAN, David kickoff 65 yards to the EMU0, touchback.
1st and 10 at CMU27
   Start of 4th quarter, clock 15:00.
1st and 10 at CMU27
   HILL, Bronson rush for 8 yards to the CMU19 (CHEROCCI, J.).
2nd and 2 at CMU19
   GILLETT, Alex rush for 4 yards to the CMU15, 1ST DOWN EMU (WALTON,
       L.).
1st and 10 at CMU15
   SHERRER, D. rush for 3 yards to the CMU12 (RODRIGUEZ, C.).
2nd and 7 at CMU12
   GILLETT, Alex pass incomplete to SCOTT, Donald.
3rd and 7 at CMU12
   GILLETT, Alex pass incomplete to RUSSELL, T..
4th and 7 at CMU12
   MULDER, Dylan field goal attempt from 30 GOOD, clock 13:14.
1st and GOAL at CMU01
   FULKERSON, Kody kickoff 65 yards to the CMU0, touchback.
EMU35
SCORE: Central Michigan 31-21 Eastern Michigan
19 plays , 63 yards Time of Possession: 3:18

Central Michigan at 13:14
1st and 10 at CMU25 CENTRAL MICHIGAN drive start at 13:14.
1st and 10 at CMU25 RADCLIFF, Ryan pass complete to WILSON, Cody for 12 yards to the CMU37, 1ST DOWN CMU, out-of-bounds.
1st and 10 at CMU37 TIPTON, Zurlon rush for 1 yard to the CMU38 (MULUMBA, Andy; PALI, Bryan).
2nd and 9 at CMU38 RADCLIFF, Ryan pass complete to FLORY, Andrew for 43 yards to the EMU19, 1ST DOWN CMU (SCOTT, Darius).
1st and 10 at EMU19 TIPTON, Zurlon rush for no gain to the EMU19 (BELLFY, Alex; HENDERSON, D).
2nd and 10 at EMU19 RADCLIFF, Ryan pass incomplete to FENTON, Adam, QB hurry by MULUMBA, Andy.
3rd and 10 at EMU19 RADCLIFF, Ryan pass incomplete to SOUTHWORTH, C., dropped pass.
4th and 10 at EMU19 HARMAN, David field goal attempt from 36 GOOD, clock 10:31.

1st and GOAL at CMU35 HARMAN, David kickoff 56 yards to the EMU9, ALLEN, Tyler return 13 yards to the EMU22, out-of-bounds (WIMBERLY, D.).
SCORE: Central Michigan 34-24 Eastern Michigan
9 plays , 56 yards Time of Possession: 2:43

Eastern Michigan at 10:27
1st and 10 at EMU22 EASTERN MICHIGAN drive start at 10:27.
1st and 10 at EMU22 GILLETT, Alex rush for 4 yards to the EMU26 (CUNNINGHAM, A.).
2nd and 6 at EMU26 HILL, Bronson rush for 3 yards to the EMU29 (JOHNSON, Shafer; LOPEZ, Cody).
3rd and 3 at EMU29 GILLETT, Alex rush for 14 yards to the EMU43, 1ST DOWN EMU (CHAPMAN, Jarret).
1st and 10 at EMU43 HILL, Bronson rush for 4 yards to the EMU47 (KINVILLE, Joe).
2nd and 6 at EMU47 GILLETT, Alex pass complete to HILL, Bronson for no gain to the EMU47, out-of-bounds (YOUNG, Anthony).
3rd and 6 at EMU47 PENALTY EMU false start (McFADDEN, Bobby) 5 yards to the EMU42.
3rd and 11 at EMU42  
GILLET, Alex pass incomplete to CREEL, Dustin.

4th and 11 at EMU42  
KARUTZ, Jay punt 45 yards to the CMU13, fair catch by WILSON, Cody.

9 plays, 20 yards Time of Possession: 3:26

Central Michigan at 07:01
1st and 10 at CMU13 CENTRAL MICHIGAN drive start at 07:01.

1st and 10 at CMU13  
RADCLIFF, Ryan pass incomplete to WILLIAMS, C. (MULUMBA, Andy).

2nd and 10 at CMU13  
TIPTON, Zurlon rush for 2 yards to the CMU15 (MAUGHMER, Cy).

3rd and 8 at CMU15  
RADCLIFF, Ryan pass incomplete to WILLIAMS, C. (SWAIM, Mycal).

4th and 8 at CMU15  
HOGAN, Richie punt 37 yards to the EMU48, fair catch by BELLFY, Alex.

5 plays, 2 yards Time of Possession: 0:51

Eastern Michigan at 06:10
1st and 10 at EMU48 EASTERN MICHIGAN drive start at 06:10.

1st and 10 at EMU48  
GILLET, Alex pass incomplete to SCOTT, Donald, dropped pass.

2nd and 10 at EMU48  
GILLET, Alex rush for 8 yards to the CMU44, out-of-bounds.

3rd and 2 at CMU44  
GILLET, Alex rush for no gain to the CMU44 (BENTON, Shamari; PALMER, Louis).

4th and 2 at CMU44  
GILLET, Alex pass incomplete to SHERRER, D..

5 plays, 8 yards Time of Possession: 1:02

Central Michigan at 05:08
1st and 10 at CMU44 CENTRAL MICHIGAN drive start at 05:08.

1st and 10 at CMU44  
TIPTON, Zurlon rush for 7 yards to the EMU49 (POOLE, Blake).

2nd and 3 at EMU49  
TIPTON, Zurlon rush for loss of 2 yards to the CMU49 (BELLFY, Alex; POOLE, Blake).

3rd and 5 at CMU49  
TIPTON, Zurlon rush for 1 yard to the 50 yardline (MULUMBA, Andy; POOLE, Blake).

4th and 4 at HOGAN, Richie punt 32 yards to the EMU18, out-of-bounds.
CMU50
5 plays, 6 yards Time of Possession: 2:21

Eastern Michigan at 02:47
1st and 10 at EMU18  EASTERN MICHIGAN drive start at 02:47.
1st and 10 at EMU18  GILLETT, Alex pass complete to JONES, Jay for 19 yards to the EMU37, 1ST DOWN EMU (ADDAE, Jahleel), QB hurry by RODRIGUEZ, C..
1st and 10 at EMU37  GILLETT, Alex rush for 4 yards to the EMU41 (SERPA, Blake).
2nd and 6 at EMU41  Timeout Eastern Michigan, clock 02:27.
2nd and 6 at EMU41  GILLETT, Alex pass incomplete.
3rd and 6 at EMU41  GILLETT, Alex rush for 19 yards to the CMU40, 1ST DOWN EMU, out-of-bounds.
1st and 10 at CMU40  GILLETT, Alex pass incomplete to CREEL, Dustin, QB hurry by RODRIGUEZ, C..
2nd and 10 at CMU40  GILLETT, Alex pass incomplete to CREEL, Dustin, QB hurry by MCCLENDON, K., PENALTY CMU pass interference (EADDY, Leron) 15 yards to the CMU25, 1ST DOWN EMU, NO PLAY.
1st and 10 at CMU25  GILLETT, Alex pass complete to JONES, Jay for 25 yards to the CMU0, 1ST DOWN EMU, TOUCHDOWN, clock 01:37.
1st and GOAL at CMU03  PENALTY CMU illegal procedure declined.
1st and GOAL at CMU03  MULDER, Dylan kick attempt good.
1st and GOAL at CMU03  FULKERSON, Kody kickoff 13 yards to the EMU48, on-side kick, recovered by CMU on EMU48, PENALTY EMU illegal procedure 5 yards to the EMU43, 1st and 10, CMU ball on EMU43.
SCORE: Central Michigan 34-31 Eastern Michigan
12 plays, 82 yards Time of Possession: 1:10

Central Michigan at 01:35
1st and 10 at EMU43  CENTRAL MICHIGAN drive start at 01:35.
1st and 10 at EMU43  TIPTON, Zurlon rush for 5 yards to the EMU38 (MAUGHERMER, Cy;CUDWORTH, J.).
2nd and 5 at EMU38  Timeout Eastern Michigan, clock 01:29.
2nd and 5 at EMU38  TIPTON, Zurlon rush for 2 yards to the EMU36 (COTTON, Pudge).
3rd and 3 at EMU36  Timeout Eastern Michigan, clock 01:23.
3rd and 3 at EMU36  TIPTON, Zurlon rush for 32 yards to the EMU4, 1ST DOWN CMU (ROSE, Marcell).
1st and GOAL at EMU04  Team rush for loss of 1 yard to the EMU5.
2nd and GOAL at EMU05  Team rush for loss of 1 yard to the EMU6.
3rd and GOAL at EMU06  End of game, clock 00:00.
SCORE: Central Michigan 34-31 Eastern Michigan
9 plays, 37 yards Time of Possession: 1:35